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ony vaio vgn-np280 /home/user/Desktop/kali/Desktop/arch2.log justin__, you can't run a GUI program on a server? tgm4883: can I run something like top on a server? justin__, top? yea you can top is just a GUI for ps so the problem seems to be that my friend installed a Xubuntu system on his machine, and installed something that disabled his wireless adapter, and uninstalled it. The default bootloader is a BIOS default,
but I can get grub to boot normally if I keep the defaults and add the menu.lst entry. and then I had to sudo update-grub to get the windows loader to work properly. But that entry is on a different partition. I see that the menu.lst entry is for my second partition, but there's no entry for my friend's Windows partition. justin__, also, I just had a look at the control center, and you can check that monitor mode isn't enabled
There's an entry for the second partition but not for the first. justin__, although I'm not sure if that would do anything I can boot to the grub menu, but I can't get any of the options to do what I want. tgm4883: I'm not sure what you mean by monitor mode? Can you explain? justin__, hmm, I'm not sure if it's in the menus anymore justin__, let me look real quick Alright thanks! justin__, it's under Display, which isn't it

justin__, I'm not sure if it's an issue if you have monitor mode disabled though I would think if it was enabled, it would still cause a problem, but I don't know that for sure

Jun 24, 2013 - LAN Network Dan Wifi driver Advan Soulmate G4D-61132T Notebook. Free download ADVAN Soulmate G4D 61132 S driver software, driver ADVAN ... Dell Wireless 5770 (rev. G6): driver, setup, answers to questions, discussion. Description: Wireless LAN Driver for Dell Wireless 5770 (rev G6) Download Dell Wireless 5770 (rev G6) Driver v.6.1.16.0914. On this page you can download the Driver
for Dell Wireless 5770 for free. Download free driver for Dell Latitude D630 laptop. All drivers for Dell Latitude D630 on OS: Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7. fffad4f19a
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